THIS WEEK AT THE CENTER FOR ETHICS*

Friday, September 18, 2009

- Blog Out
  - New doctoral student, Susan Steele, wrote her first blog on “Let the Players Play”. The blog can be found at http://ethicswithdoc.blogspot.com Our blog has replaced our newsletter.

- IRB
  - Dr. Stoll as a review member of the University of Idaho Institutional Review Board reviewed a research proposal for approval.

- HOF
  - Dr. Stoll wrote a letter of recommendation for a U.S. fellow peer to support her nomination to the prestigious National Association of Sport and Physical Education Hall of Fame.

- Reference
  - Dr. Stoll wrote two letters of reference this week for former students as they peruse jobs and graduate school. One, Candi Larsen, was a major in business who was an assistant in ice skating, and the other, Matt Moss, was a graduate in recreation.

- Data Out
  - The Center completed analysis of data for Winning with Character’s client the Atlanta Braves. We have been analyzing data for the Braves and developing curriculum for WWC for the Braves for approximately four years.

- Team Works.
  - Dr. Stoll traveled to Seattle to do a workshop with Team Works on the Winning With Character Curriculum being developed for Team Works by the Center, September 14, 2009. Funded by grants and the Strong Foundation, the purpose of the workshop was to help Team Works staff prepare for their upcoming work with Winning With Character Foundation of which the Center serves their purpose.

- Upcoming Events
  - Western Society of Kinesiology and Wellness, Reno, NV, October 7-9, 2009.
    - Robertello, K.M., Stoll, S.K., & Barnes, J. (2009). Ethical Responsibilities of Coaches in Emergency Situations. (Robertello is #16, 2008, and Barnes is #19, 2009, of Dr. Stoll’s doctoral students). Robertello is a clinical athletic training educator at Washington State University; Dr. Barnes is an adjunct faculty at Washington State and University of Idaho.
  - Idaho Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, & Sport 2009 convention, October 1-2, Moscow, ID.